Capturing software design knowledge is important because it tends to evaporate as software systems evolve. This has severe consequences for many software projects. Knowledge evaporation is a problem for all kinds of design knowledge, including software architectural knowledge, object-oriented design knowledge, knowledge about implementation details, and knowledge about the software process. We can ascribe many of the reasons for this to two “laws” of software evolution: increasing complexity and continuing change. The sidebar “Design Knowledge Evaporation and the Laws of Software Evolution” summarizes these laws and explains their relationship to design knowledge evaporation.

To counteract this phenomenon, effective, systematic documentation of design knowledge is important. However, many proposed approaches for capturing design knowledge are still experimental or in an early-adoption stage. In practice, many developers, designers, and architects consider the capture of design knowledge a resource-intensive process without tangible, short-term gains. They often address it inadequately or even skip it entirely. On the other hand, some do use a set of accepted approaches to deal with parts of the knowledge evaporation problem. For more information, see the sidebar “Current and New Approaches for Capturing Design Knowledge.”
Design Knowledge Evaporation and the Laws of Software Evolution

When Meir Manny Lehman and Laszlo A. Belady studied the historical data of successive releases of large operating systems, they found properties of software evolution processes that they postulated as “laws of software evolution.” The two most prominent laws are increasing complexity (entropy) and continuing change.

The law of increasing complexity states that a software system becomes more complex as it evolves and that extra resources are needed to preserve and simplify its structure. So, a major goal of software design is to avoid increasing complexity. If a large design isn’t planned, it’s often difficult to maintain an overview of the system as a whole. The system grows through quick bug fixes and feature enhancements, gradually losing design knowledge about the system. Consequently, the complexity gets out of hand. Retroactively making a design manageable usually requires major reengineering at enormous cost.

The law of continuing change states that a software system used in a real-world environment must change or become progressively less useful in that environment. So, a major goal of software design is to increase flexibility. If a design isn’t flexible enough, it might not be able to cope with change requests. If a design doesn’t properly support flexibility, quick fixes are often applied to solve problems in the course of daily business. With each quick fix, however, the design gets more complex and less flexible, and design knowledge evaporates. That is, it becomes progressively harder to fix the design problems that have caused the missing flexibility.

Thus, the design problems of complexity and flexibility affect each other and, if not solved, lead to design knowledge evaporation. If complex systems have no systematic way to record and share design knowledge, that knowledge gradually evaporates as the system evolves. The result is an even greater increase in complexity and longer change cycles. Eventually, the system gets so complex and hard to change that even simple fixes and feature enhancements are excessively time consuming and costly.
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and module interactions, explicit modeling of the system’s modularization, tools to gather the design knowledge and aid modularization, involvement of stakeholders other than developers, and metrics to measure the quality of the modularization.

In “The Decision View’s Role in Software Architecture Practice,” Philippe Kruchten, Rafael Capilla, and Juan Carlos Dueñas propose augmenting architectural view models using a decision view that extends the traditional views with information on the design rationale. They argue that a decision view can help record and document the key decisions with an acceptable overhead. The approach is based on the well-known 4+1 view model but can easily be extended to other such models. The article proposes a lightweight approach that architects can apply as an extension to existing view models. In addition, the authors describe the historical evolution of software architecture representation.

Finally, “Software Architecture Design Reasoning: A Case for Improved Methodology Support,” by Antony Tang, Jun Han, and Rajesh Vasa, proposes a novel approach to modeling design decisions and supporting reasoning about software architecture designs. Explicitly modeling design decisions makes architectural designs justifiable through the design rationale, and support for design reasoning enables the analysis of causal relationships among the design context, the design justification, and the design result. The authors suggest that this eases understanding, analysis, and communication of the architecture and hence reduces the complexity with which architects must deal. In addition, it supports changing the design: we can analyze the impact of changes when a system evolves while still accessing the original design rationale. This article targets readers who are interested in more experimental ways to capture and use design knowledge.

Depending on the situation, all three approaches described in these articles might help address the problems that many projects face: increasing complexity and continuing change.
In practice, documenting knowledge is often considered a resource-intensive process without tangible, short-term gains, so quite often it’s skipped or performed inadequately.1,2 Many current approaches for capturing design knowledge are still relatively novel, so many industry projects prefer to use just a few particular existing methods and techniques. However, several practical ways to share design knowledge are already widely used. Here’s a nonexhaustive list:

- Establishing a clear process and guidelines for capturing design knowledge,
- Modeling the central design-knowledge artifacts explicitly, using formal or semiformal models (such as UML diagrams),
- Adding the design rationale and design-decision documentation to the system documentation,
- Modeling close to the software system’s domain (for example, banking, in the case of the article by Santonu Sarkar and his colleagues in this issue) to share knowledge more easily with nontechnical stakeholders,
- Using model-driven software development or similar techniques to generate code from the formal or semiformal models,
- Including stakeholders other than developers and designers in capturing design knowledge to facilitate knowledge exchange,
- Using existing tools to analyze and reverse-engineer the design knowledge in a system,
- Using quantitative and qualitative measures to analyze and assess a system to be able to make informed design decisions,
- Establishing management (and other relevant stakeholder) support for knowledge capture to justify the costs involved, and
- Using software patterns or other approaches that help minimize the effort involved in knowledge capture.2

Many of these topics still contain numerous open issues or are in an experimental or early adoption phase.

The challenge of getting such approaches accepted in mainstream practice is that professorial designers often make design decisions unconsciously.2 Often, the designers documenting the design knowledge don’t consider retroactive knowledge documentation to offer short-term benefits for their work.1 So, additional benefits for the designers, such as the design-reasoning support in the approach described by Anthony Tang, Jun Han, and Rajesh Vasa in this issue, could help justify the extra effort. Lightweight approaches such as the decision view proposed by Philippe Kruchten, Rafael Capilla, and Juan Carlos Dueñas in this issue can help lower the entry barrier to applying techniques for capturing explicit design knowledge.

The approach taken by Sarkar and his colleagues in this issue uses a subset of these approaches.

The field of capturing design knowledge includes many topics that existing approaches haven’t yet fully covered. Examples include

- Modeling of design knowledge,
- Notations for capturing and visualizing design knowledge,
- Teaching about design knowledge and methods to capture it,
- Communicating design knowledge in a team,
- Tools to support design knowledge representation and exchange,
- Software patterns as a way to represent design knowledge, and
- Traceability between different kinds of design knowledge.3,4
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